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Abstract: With the advent of information technology and computer Science, individual as well as 

national or global security has gained main concern and important. Normal  approaches for security 

take places in multi-user systems like airports, ATMs, etc. are based on identity cards or passwords. 

These are not reliable and guaranteed techniques of recognition. Hence we are looking for  Biometric 

traits, on the other hand, are highly stable, unique, reproducible and reliable. There exist several 

biometric traits.  
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1. Introduction 

 

1.1 Human Eye: The human eye is a well-protected visible organ of the body. It has been observed  

that eye is a rich source of information which can help in identification. We are using this concet for 

future work .  Iris is a ring lying between the pupil and the sclera of the eye, as shown in Fig 1. It has 

a very rich layered pigmentation structure consist of of various colors and patterns and combinations. 

This abundant information can be exploited for the recognition purpose.  

 

 
Fig1. Human Eye [1]. 

 

1.2 Motivation: Iris is chosen for recognition due to various  reasons. 

A). Iris texture is unique  which are determined during childhood.  

B). The shape of the iris is easily  predictable. 

C). An iris image acquisition is almost as user-friendly as taking a photograph. 

 

1.3 Iris Recognition: Iris recognition refers and points to self  automated procedure of identifying  

the identity of a person or subject by analyzing the random pattern of the iris [2]. The iris diagram 

shown in fig 2 is a muscle within the eye, which control the  size of the people  and thus regulating 

the amount of light that enters the eye. It is the colored part of the eye. These patterns are unique for 

each individual [3].  
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Fig2. Iris diagram 

 

 
 

Fig3. Iris structure 

 

Because the iris images  are formed on purely randomly pattern , even  twins do not have the same 

iris patterns. 

The color of the iris is measured  by the density of melanin pigment, for example blue irises result 

from an absence of pigment and similarly others colors also have different features.. 

 

1.3 How Iris Recognition works? 

The following sequence applies to both enrollment and recognition [5, 6]: 

1. Capture iris image. The camera catches an image from the iris, lighting is made  with Near 

Infrared light because  there is less noise in the image due to reflections when compared to 

visible light. Also NIR light does not cause harm or discomfort to the subject. 

 

2. Iris Segmentation. The iris region can be  two circles, first  for the iris/sclera boundary and 

second for  interior to the first, for the  boundary.  
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3. Iris Normalization. Irides obtained from different patterns. These are different in size due to 

expansion of pupil while due to other  reasons of variability are different pattern  distances 

4. Occlusion Detection. In this procedure  unwanted parts of eye pattern are  detected and 

stored as mask preventing its effect at time of comparision. 

5. Convert image. The set of pixels which cover  the pattern  are then transformed into a 

pattern that have  required information for template comparison but allows  statistical 

meaningful comparison.  

 

6. Matching code. When a subject tries to authenticate or identify himself, the generated 

IrisCode [19] is compared with templates stored in the database. A test of statistical 

independence determines whether the IrisCode resulting from the scan and a stored IrisCode 

template are from the same iris [13]. 

 

 
 

Fig4. Flow chart of Iris Recognition 

 

II. Suitability of Iris recognition 

 

Uniqueness The patterns of the iris are highly variable, and unique  for each person . The patterns 

are formed on purely randomly , therefore twins have different iris patterns. 

 

 

Permanence The iris has lot of plus points that are well  protected, but also  externally visible. 

Furthermore the iris does not change with ageing factor . 
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Universality Iris recognition is said to have a very low even zero  Failure to Enroll Rate, i.e. the 

smallest group of people which can not use the technology. 

 

Circumvention There are some possibilities for liveliness finding  on iris technology scanners like 

verification of changing pupil.   

 

 

V. Conclusion 

 

Different modes of biometrics have suggested so far. Because of their security, speed, efficiency and 

convenience, biometric authentication systems are recommended and standard for security 

mechanism. Among several biometric traits, iris is considered as the most suitable for  identification 

purpose that we have presented during the paper.   
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